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ABSTRACT

Despite well-documented links among psychological orientation, communication, information processing strategy and individual’s participation behavior, the vast stretch of “theoretical middle ground” between information and action is much less understood. In light of O₁-S-O₂-R model (Markus and Zajonc, 1985; McLeod, Kosicki & McLeod, 1994), the current research tries to predict civic and political engagement by psychological orientation, mass media consumption and information processing in a causal chain. Principally, the major research findings can be summarized in four aspects. First, in applying O₁-S-O₂-R model in constructing the causal relationships within the model, the current research not only replicates prior results but also discovers new patterns. Second, it was found that the individual-based relational phenomenon identified in Western countries has been consistent with those in Hong Kong under the situation that societal level indicators show diverging tendencies. Third, distinct routes of cognitive and affective elements leading to their behavioral expressions were found, signifying the power of affective factors without the assistance of information. In another words, this finding confirms that the suggestion that “Preferences need no inferences” (Markus, 1980). Fourth, the simplistic “time displacement” proposition made by Putnam (1995a, 1995b) was seriously qualified by the current data, showing psychological attachment as a sturdy buffer in conditioning the relationship of television viewing and its civic and political consequences.
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